
MODEL: TC900S

Timer  Control  Series

For flowering stage: use all channels with 100% brightness.

This light includes IR (Infrared) LEDs which look dim/invisible, they are not faulty LEDs.

8pcs  IR   look dim

This product is UL Certified.



PART I   Safety Information

1. CAUTION: UV and IR emitted from this lighting equipment, do not look directly at the LED 

 bulbs when the lighting equipment is working. This lighting equipment has passed Risk 

   Group 2 (IEC 62471). 

2. CAUTION: The minimum required distances between adjacent lighting equipment is  

  4 inches(10cm) and between the lighting equipment and combustible materials is 

40 inches(100cm) such as walls, ceilings, movable partitions, and the like (providing 

this installation limitations are needed to prevent overheating of lighting equipment or 

    combustible materials within the installation environment).

3. The maximum temperature of the installed environment (ambient temperature) that will 

ensure safe operation of the lighting equipment. So you will need to control the

temperature within the installed environment. (Example: a mechanical ventilation or 

cooling system is required to maintain the temperature within the growing space below 

104°F (or 40℃) when the lighting equipment is in operation).

4. Instructions to guide the installation such that cords:

a. Are not concealed or extended through a wall, floor, ceiling, or other parts of the 

 

b. Are not located above a suspended ceiling or dropped ceiling,

c. Are not permanently affixed to the building structure,

 d. Are routed so that they are not subject to strain and are protected from physical damage,

e. Are visible over their entire length, and

f . Are used within their rated ampacity as determined for the maximum temperature of 

  

   building structure,

  the installed environment specified in the instructions.

5. This lighting equipment is Indoor use only. Not water-proof, protect your lighting equipment

from dampness, dust and water.
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6. CAUTION: For horticultural lighting structures, installation shall be performed by qualified 

   

        the authority having jurisdiction.

    personnel and that the structures are intended for installation subject to approval by 

9.When cleaning the outside of your light and its components, first you need to shut off your 

 

   

    

7.Set up your light in the operating environment that allows for adequate air circulation.
    Never push objects into the ventilation openings. 

light, then unplug the power cord. Using a clean, soft, lint-free cloth to wipe the light. 

Please be aware of getting moisture or damage in any openings.  

120V: 405W±3% 

180pcs Epiled/Bridgelux LEDs

AC120V

60Hz

 

4x4ft

3x3ft

all stages grow and flowering

 

Vegetative Coverage at 32":

Flowering Coverage at 24":

Use for:   

16.5 x 16.5 x 3 inches

42 x 42 x 7.5 cm

15.7 lbs

＜15%

Package includes:

1 x TC900S LED Lighting

1 x Hanging Kit

1 x 6ft Power Cord

1 x Remote

2pcs Adjustable Rope Hangers

10. CAUTION: Possibly hazardous optical radiation emitted from this product. Do not stare at 

      operating lamp. May be harmful to the eyes.  

INSTALLATION   INSTRUCTIONS

TC900S

Two fans will work while VEG channel on, the rest one fan will work while BLOOM channel on.



SETTING  WITH  REMOTE SETTING   SYSTEM   WITH   REMOTE

The following section will help guide you in the process of evaluating the best methods 

adjust the height of your light according to�your  plants desired level for optimal growth.

TC900S Height (above plants' canopy) Using hours Brightness (VEG/BLOOM)

3-5 days Acclimation Period

Seedlings/Young Vegetative

Flowering Stage

44"-48" 10 on / 14 off 

12 on / 12 off

12 on / 12 off

40"-44"

32"-40"

24"-28"

43

for each stage of plant growth. Like many other growers, you can use this l ight 

throughout the seeding and flowering stages of your plants life. Remember to properly 

Using Suggestions:

18 on /   6 off



SETTING   SYSTEM   WITH   CONTROL KNOB

6
5
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VIPARSPECTRA 1/8'' Adjustable Rope Hanger

Installation Instruction:
Adjust to the desired height by simply pulling the loose rope end.To release,
 hold the loose rope end and depress the lever recessed in the Rope Hanger. 
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PART II   Installation Instructions

1. Remove this lighting equipment from packaging.

2. Joining the buckles to the hanging holders one by one.

3. Hanging the light on a hard, stable bracket or the ceiling of grow tent with the carabiner.

4. Install this lighting equipment above your plants - Do not proceed unless it's safely and 

    securely mounted.

5. Plug power cord into this lighting equipment (do not plug into wall yet).

6. Rotate counterclockwise to turn off the dimmer knob.

7. 

INSTALLATION   ROPE HANGER INSTALLATION

Rope hanger 

Power on this lighting equipment by plugging into wall socket and turn on the dimmer knob.
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Purchase date

WARRANTY  TERMSWARRANTY   TERMS

For USA buyers, if any lights stop working within 30 days, you can choose:
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